The Disciplined Medium
with Rev. Janet Nohavec
Where it all began in Hydesville

The Journey Within North
Newark, NY
315-331-2869
October 11 & 12, 2019 $150
Friday 7-10pm Saturday 9am-4pm
Join Rev. Janet Nohavec as we discuss and learn the techniques to sustain our connection with the spirit contact.
There will be a focus on the deepening of your receptive gifts in mediumship. You are a unique violin that the spirit
world learns to work in concert with; come and understand the aspects of the music being played. Mind-focus, overshadowing and blending with the spirit will help us strengthen our mediumistic gift. The intelligence of the other
world and our dialog and understanding of it strengthen the medium. A unique class, a time to focus on the energy,
the power, the intelligence, the spirit and you.
Janet Nohavec is internationally known for her evidential mediumship. She is an approved overseas tutor for the prestigious Arthur Findlay College in
Stansted, England. Janet has been recognized as a pioneer in the field of mediumship and afterlife communication. For over twenty years she has stood for
the proof of continuity of life before it was popular. Over ten thousand private sessions, over a thousand public demonstrations of mediumship and countless
charity events, few mediums have her knowledge basis and compassion. A former Roman Catholic nun, she has been featured extensively on television,
radio and printed press. Janet’s evidential form of mediumship has been researched by several university groups. Janet's private practice and church are
based in Pompton Lakes, NJ. Janet is the author of Through the Darkness, her autobiography and Where Two Worlds Meet, a book on the development of
Mediumship. Where Two Worlds Meet, a DVD course on Psychic and Mediumistic development will be available in the fall of 2019. Visit Janet Nohavec at
www.janetnohavec.com or thejourneywithin.org for more information.
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